Richard Florida, Renowned Urbanist, Appointed
Global Research Professor at NYU
Prof. Florida to teach, lecture and conduct research at NYU's New York Campus and at its Global Campuses and
Sites
NEW YORK, July 12, 2012 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Richard Florida, one of the world's leading authorities on
economic competitiveness, cultural and technological innovation, and demographic trends has been appointed Global
Research Professor for the NYU School of Continuing and Professional Studies (NYU-SCPS). The appointment will
include teaching a three-week January Term course on global cities at NYU Abu Dhabi in January 2013, at NYU New
York in 2014, and at other NYU global sites in subsequent years. Florida will also conduct research in conjunction
with the new NYU Center for Urban Science and Progress (CUSP), the University's Institute for Cities and
Environmental Sustainability (ICES), and the NYU-SCPS Schack Institute for Real Estate.
Prof. Florida will continue his teaching and research activities at the Martin Prosperity Institute at the University of
Toronto's Rotman School of Management. NYU and the University of Toronto are partners in the Center for Urban
Science and Progress -- a major urban applied science initiative -- along with Carnegie Mellon University, the City
University of New York, the University of Warwick, and the Indian Institute of Technology-Bombay.
NYU President John Sexton said, "There is a certain symmetry here: Richard Florida is joining NYU as a Global
Research Professor at NYU at a moment when the University has begun responding to the forces that give rise to his
most trenchant insights. His participation in our global network marks a confluence of the theoretical and its practical
incarnation. We are proud to have him as a member of the NYU community, pleased to enable him to conduct his
research at a university that operates in the world's great idea capitals, and excited to have him teach our students
about the nature of our globalized world even as they experience it firsthand."
University of Toronto President David Naylor said: "We're delighted that Richard Florida's world-class talents will be
shared between New York University and the University of Toronto. Toronto and New York have similar positions
in Canada and the US, and the two universities have a partnership that is deepening, not least with the new Center
for Urban Science and Progress. Such arrangements not only reflect the globalized reality of academic life. They
speak more generally to an ethos in which the zero-sum dichotomy of brain drain and gain is replaced by talent
networks linking major urban regions."
Dennis Di Lorenzo, Vice Dean of NYU-SCPS, said, "We are thrilled to have Richard Florida as a member of the
faculty. His innovative vision, fresh insights and unique focus on economic and social theory will greatly enrich the
learning experience of our students."
Best known for his groundbreaking concept of the creative class and its impact on urban regeneration, Florida is a
regular contributor for CNN and is the senior editor for The Atlantic, where he helped create The Atlantic Cities. He
also has written for The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Wall Street Journal, The Economist, The
Boston Globe, The Globe and Mail, and the Harvard Business Review. In addition, he has been a featured expert on
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